
FAMILY PORTRAIT GUIDE



If you’re like me, family is all important to you. 
You probably keep meaning to capture all of 
you together before yet another year goes 
by. Maybe you’re always the one behind the 
camera so there are never pictures of you. Maybe you 
just can’t get a picture of everyone looking good and at the camera at 
the same time. It really can be difficult!

We can help with all that!  We specialize in family portrait sessions for 
your immediate and extended family in our studio or on location. Our 
photographers take care of everything and make it so easy and simple 
for you and your family. You’ll have fun during the session and love how 
stress free family portraits can be when working with someone that 
knows what they are doing. We are going to help you look your best 
and get all the details taken care of for you. Our clients describe us as   
“professional yet comfortable”. 

To determine whether our studio might be a fit for your family portrait 
needs, browse this investment guide. We proudly offer a collection of 
the highest quality products and services in the industry. We want you  
to have priceless portrait heirlooms that can be cherished for years  
to come.

CONTACT

480.786.4585

reception@leasureportraits.com

www.leasureportraits.com

Tuesday – Friday 10 am - 6 pm

Saturdays 9 am – 5 pm

WELCOME



“Having my family photographed all together in an outdoor setting 
was very enjoyable, with lots of laughter! Our family portraits are 
beautiful, and I feel the quality is great. The dynamic photography 
duo that worked with us, really “worked with us”. Even though  
they had seated families dozens of times, we still felt like each 
arrangement was our own”  – Judith Carlson

“My family discovered 
Leasures when my 
daughter had her senior 
portraits taken. We have 
been fans ever since and 
have had many more 
portraits taken and 
plan on many more. The 
quality is unmatched, I 
removed portraits and 
paintings from my walls 
to make room for those 
from Leasures. Enjoy, 
you’re gonna love the 
results!!”  – Jenny Morman



SESSION DETAILS 

My staff of photographers are compassionate and talented individuals who are 
easy going professionals that will put you at ease and give you a relaxing and 
fun experience. They are skilled at choosing the lighting, camera angles and 
natural poses that are most flattering for each body type.  

Session Fees
The session fee covers the time and expenses it takes to create your images. 
Your session fee is required to schedule your appointment and is refundable in 
full with a 48 hour notice.

Studio Session  $100
We have two full sized studios to accommodate families with up to 30 people. 
A variety of backgrounds and settings are available. We love capturing the large 
family group and then also photographing the smaller families that make up the 
large group. While we specialize in traditional posing with attention to detail,  
we enjoy the unusual, creative and wacky as well.  

Location Session $200
We take the extra effort to bring several studio lights outdoors. This is why our 
outdoor portraits have such beautiful color and “light” in the eyes which makes 
all the difference and separates us from the amateurs. We are available to travel 
to the destination of your choice: your home, favorite setting or local park.  
Most family portraits are scheduled  for late in the day. Call and we can discuss 
the details. 

Price Points
Gift Portraits start at $89

Portrait Packages start at $350

Wall Portraits start at $250

Clients interested in multiple portraits for themselves  
and family invest  $500 - $800

Clients interested in wall portraits, frames, books, albums invest $900 - $1500

These estimates are intended to help you determine whether our studio is a fit 
for you. Some people spend more, some less.
 



When Will I Be Able to See and Order My Portraits?
At your photography session, we’ll make a second appointment for you to 
return to the studio to view and order your portraits the following week. Your 
images are projected on a large screen  where you can easily sort out your 
favorites and view them in a variety of sizes. We invite any of your family 
who want to be part of the decision making process to come with you. This 
scheduled time is when you’ll be placing your order.  

What happens once I place my order?
Your order goes into production to meet our delivery goal. After 2 days, the 
processing has started and the order cannot be changed. Typically orders take 
3 to 6 weeks  to complete. Each image is retouched and enhanced in detail 
before being printed in our lab for complete quality control of color tone and 
image “impact”. 

 



Consider the wall space where your wall portrait will be displayed.  There is a 
tremendous difference between a 16X20 and a 30X40 when displayed over the 
same sofa or fireplace.  Interior designers recommend that a portrait occupy at 
least 50% of the wall space available so the attention is drawn to the portrait 
and not the wall. There are a variety of frame options and finishes (satin, canvas 
or metallic)  that will turn your image into beautiful and decorative art to grace 
your home. A 16X20 mounted on art board with a satin finish is $350

Our top of the line frameless 
wall portrait is printed on 
a high quality artist canvas 
and provides the look and 
feel of a truly exquisite art 
piece. Hang one large wrap 
or group several coordinated 
wraps on your wall  to 
create a beautiful custom 
collection. Gallery wraps 
are sizes 11X14 to 40X60 
with custom sizes available. 
16X20 Canvas Wrap is $437

Wall Portraits

Canvas Wraps

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS



Collages bring multiple images 
together in a unique design.  
A wall collage includes a 
number of images in a single 
framed piece. Over 50 styles 
to choose from. Our premium 
collages include your choice of 
double mats and custom frame. 
Our value collages consist of  
digital mats in a standard frame.  
Most collages range from  
$409 to $889

Our beautiful  thick paged book is custom designed to portray the 
uniqueness of your portrait experience.  Our most popular style is a 
8X8 Glossy Album $800.

Collages

Albums



610 North Alma School Road, Suite 42

Chandler, Arizona 85224-9744

www.leasureportraits.com
480.786.4585

RESERVE YOUR PORTRAIT SESSION

First: Call 480.786.4585 to make an 
appointment for your portrait session.   
Your session fee is due when you   
book your session.

Second: We’ll set up a second 
appointment for you to return and 
view your images and place your order 
(usually about one week after your 
photography session).

Lastly: We will mail you a confirmation 
and details on how to prepare for the 
session, including clothing suggestions. 
Please pay special attention to the 
clothing you choose to wear. Plan the 
clothing in advance! Our information 
will help you. 


